BRAZIL - NATIVE STYLE
Rio de Janeiro - Buzios &ndash; Salvador Highlights: &bull; Rio by night Rio Scenarium &bull; Sugar
Loaf Mountain &bull; Pelourinho by night &bull; City tour of Salvador Day 1 Rio de Janeiro Arrive in
Rio de Janeiro and transfer to the hotel. Balance of day at leisure. Tonight, enjoy Rio by night Rio Scenarium.
On the Rio Nightlife Tour, will take you right to the heart of the action where local guides will accompany
you to one of the best clubs in Lapa, Rio Scenarium an unusual bar, a mix between an antique shop and an
auction room, where the locals come to listen to traditional Brazilian jazz and samba. Stop at a restaurant for
dinner. Overnight in Rio de Janeiro. (D) Day 2 Rio de Janeiro After breakfast, proceed to half day tour to
Sugar Loaf, visit to the world-famous Sugar Loaf Mountain in the middle of the Guanabara Bay, from where
one of the most breathtaking views of the city of Rio can be seen. Overnight in Rio de Janeiro. (B) Day 3
Rio de Janeiro After breakfast. Day at Leisure. Overnight in Rio de Janeiro. (B) Day 4 Rio de Janeiro
&ndash; Buzios After breakfast, transfer to Buzios. Buzios, a peninsula in the northern coastline of Rio
B&uacute;zios attracts many Brazilian and foreign visitors by its natural beauties and a unique climate, that
combines simplicity and sophistication. There are lots of beaches, with different characteristics. Beaches with
very charming inns and restaurants that serve elaborated Brazilian and international dishes. The next 3 nights
will be enjoying the city and relaxing by the beach. Overnight in Buzios. (B) Day 5 Buzios After
breakfast, day at leisure to relax &amp; enjoy the beaches. Overnight in Buzios. (B) Day 6 Buzios After
breakfast, day at leisure to relax &amp; enjoy the beaches. Overnight in Buzios. (B) Day 7 Buzios - Rio de
Janeiro &ndash; Salvador After breakfast, transfer back to Rio de Janeiro airport for flight to Salvador.
Arrive in Salvador, transfer to hotel. Evening, The restoration of the historical Pelourinho district has resulted
in a new lease of nightlife to this, the largest complex of colonial architecture in the America's. Stop for
dinner. The best nights in Pelourinho are on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Overnight in Salvador
(B, D) Day 8 Salvador After Breakfast, proceed to Historical city Tour -This tour introduces you to
Salvador City, showing how it has changed throughout the ages to become the Salvador of today. Along the
way visit the church of S. Francisco with its extravagant gold-leafed baroque designs, from where continue
your tour, heading towards the Largo do Pelourinho, at the heart of the neighborhood. Overnight in Salvador.
(B) Day 9 Salvador After breakfast, day at Leisure. Overnight in Salvador. (B) Day 10 Salvador After
breakfast, transfer out to Salvador airport for flight to connect for international flight. (B) Package
Includes: Accommodation and meals as specified. All Tours and transfer mentioned in the itinerary.
Note: This tour may run with an altered flow due to operational constraints. Surcharge may be applicable
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